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Denim
A TRUE-BLUE FABRIC

Dear reader,
Renowned fashion designer, Yves Saint-Laurent,
captured the essence of the blue denim in his heartfelt lament. "I wish I had invented blue jeans,” he said,
“the most spectacular, the most practical, the most
relaxed and nonchalant. They have expression,
modesty, sex appeal, simplicity - all I hope for in my
clothes."

De

nim

The world has seen a tremendous explosion of denim
trends within just the last 10 years. And yet, it is hard
to believe that denim sales had hit rock-bottom
towards the end of the 20th century. So what is it that
revived this fabric? This is what we discuss in this
edition of The Resilient, as we explore the myriad
facets of this 'true-blue' fabric.
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We begin at the beginning of denims and jeans: its
humble origin, and how it took the world by storm,
catapulting one man's name and fortunes. What's
more we also have for you an interesting letter from
the era, which heralded the fabric.
Well peppered with quick insights on the fabric, this
edition also explores several interesting facts such as
the world's most expensive pair and denim styles. For
those most interested in the technical aspect of the
fabric, we prod after features, which make denims
unique, in the techno talk section.
This issue of The Resilient also brings you
information on different eco-friendly denim finishing
products that have been specially crafted by us at
Resil. These ensure that your fabric always had the
best feel and functionality.
On a lighter note, we tell you how the world is divided
into 'yuppies' and 'scuppies' and how each has had an
impact on evolving market trends.
We look forward to your comments and suggestions
on how to improve The Resilient further. Also, if there
is a topic you have in mind, and wish us to explore, do
send us a mail at theresilient@resil.com

Warm wishes,
The editorial team

Evolution

The origin and

Denim is one of the
world's oldest
fabrics, yet it
remains eternally
young. And it all
started in the early
18th century in
America.

evolution of blue denim
The word 'jeans' comes from a kind of cloth that was
On display at the Parisian 'Canesso' gallery is a
made in Italy. Workers preferred the material as it was
recently-discovered painting that depicts the
strong, durable, and did not wear out easily. Initially,
everyday lives of 17th century peasants performing
jeans were not made from cotton. In the 18th century,
their chores, dressed in blue clothing! According to
as trade and cotton plantations boomed,
researchers, many of the clothes
cotton became the apt choice. In those
portrayed
in the painting are denim. This
In the Parisian
days, indigo was the most significant
unknown painter from Northern Italy has
natural dye known to mankind. The 'Canesso' gallery is now been christened the 'Master of blue
durability of indigo as a colour and it's
a painting that
jeans'. It is the earliest visual record of a
depth of tone made it a good choice.
jeans-like
fabric. Until then, written
depicts the
accounts, like those of a 17th century
everyday lives of
English tailor, were the only evidence of
the existence of a denim-like fabric from
17th century
Myths and facts are interwoven when
Genoa. The discovery of these paintings
peasants
people discuss the origin of the name
seems to prove, once and for all, that the
performing their
denim. However, there are the two
Italian fabric predated the French. While
c o m m o n l y a c c e p t e d h o m e l a n d chores, dressed in arguments continue over the true source,
possibilities for jeans: Nimes in France
jeans-wearers are content that this
blue clothing!
and Genoa in Italy. The word d
' enim'
comfy, durable material has come into
originated from 'serge de nimes',
existence.
a special cloth from the French town of Nimes. 'Jeans'
Traditional denim is a durable twill-woven cotton
was named after sailors from Genoa, Italy, who wore
fabric with coloured warp and white filling threads.
clothes made of a blue fabric of cotton, linen,
Denim is unique in its singular connection with one
and wool blend. The French called these sailors
colour. The warp yarn is traditionally dyed with the
'Genes', which was later attributed to the trousers
blue pigment obtained from indigo.
they wore too.

Blue denim
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Evolution
When the demand for strong but cheap work-wear
increased in 1853, a German-Jewish dry goods
merchant, named Leob Strauss started a wholesale
business, supplying clothes under the name 'Levis'.
Business flourished steadily and Strauss changed his
name from the rather plain Leob to the extremely
recognisable Levi.

pockets of the pants that Jacob made for him; the
complaint was that his pockets ripped under the
weight of ore samples.
Jacob tried to think of a way to strengthen the man's
trousers. One day, he hit upon the idea of putting
metal rivets (fasteners) at the points of strain, such as
on the pocket corners and at the base of the button
fly.
These riveted pants were an instant hit with Jacob's
customers and he worried that someone might steal
this great idea. He decided to apply for a patent on the
process, but did not have the $68 that was required to
file the papers. He needed a business partner and he
immediately thought of Levi Strauss. Jacob suggested
that the two men hold the patent together. Levi, a
shrewd businessman, saw the potential for this new
product and agreed to Jacob's proposal. On May 20,
1873, Jacob Davis and Levi Strauss received the first
patent #139121 from the US Patent and Trademark
Office. The incredible fact is that blue jeans
themselves were never patented; only their pocket
seam rivet was! Holding this patent meant that for 20
years, Levi Strauss & Co. was the only company
allowed to make riveted clothing until the patent went
into the public domain. It was only after 1891 that
other companies began to adopt a similar concept.
Levi's 501 jeans are the original shrink-to-fit, buttonfly blue jeans first created in the 1800s. 501 jeans are
the oldest and best-selling product from Levi Strauss
& Co. The number 501 was assigned to the jeans
around 1890.

With the advent of the California Gold Rush, Levi
moved to San Francisco. He made his fortune selling
sturdy work-wear to the miners, who came to the city
every day to be fitted out appropriately before
heading off to the gold fields.
Levi Strauss' produced rugged work pants that
withstood the lifestyle of Northern California's gold
miners. However, Levi's original design was a far cry
from the blue jeans we know and see today. His jeans
were made of brown canvas intended for tents,
tarpaulin, and sails. The style was loose-fitting with
no belt loops; held up by suspenders and a waistgirthing buckle in the back.
In the following decades, changes were made,
i n clu d i ng t h e a dd i t io n of r ei n fo r ci ng
rivets, extra pockets, and top-stitching details. Most
importantly, the signature blue jean fabric came into
use. In 1870, BASF in Germany, originally suppliers
of natural indigo blue dyes, started the search for a
synthetic substitute. By 1894, the process was
perfected.
Then came a style revolution. One of Levi's many dry
goods customers was a tailor named Jacob Davis,
who regularly purchased bolts of cloth from the
wholesale house of Levi Strauss & Co. Among Jacob's
customers was a difficult man who kept ripping the
4

In 1885, a pair of Levi 'waist overalls', as it was called,
cost $1.25. By the turn of the century, the company

Evolution
charged $8.50 for a pair of blue jeans. In 1886, Levi
sewed a leather label showing a picture of a pair of
jeans that were being pulled between two horses, on
the jeans. The double row of stitching on the back
pockets – known as the 'A rcuate' stitching design – is
the oldest apparel trademark still in use today and
was first used in 1873.
Thus, it was two visionaries, Levi Strauss and Jacob
Davis, who established the 'blue jeans' – the most
popular clothing product in the world.

The progress of the denim
The evolution of jeans continued in the 1930s too.
Cowboy films with denim-clad heroes, led to an
increased interest in the rugged trousers. The journey
of the humble jeans galloped from here on. The red
tab device was created in 1936 to help identify Levi's
501 jeans from a distance, and by 1937, rear rivets
were covered to address complaints that the rivets
scratched school desk chairs and saddles.
In the 1900s, overalls were the choice of blue collar
workers countrywide. But this changed in the 1940s.
During World War-II, fewer jeans were made. But
jeans 'overalls' were introduced to the world by
American soldiers, who wore them when they were
off duty. After the war, rival companies, like Wrangler
and Lee, began to compete with Levi's for a share of
the international market.
Gradually, the status associated with denim began to
shift and it became a compelling fashion statement;
first, through the celluloid stars' preference, and then
because of defiant rock-and-roll idols. Denim came to

represent youth, sexual freedom, and progressive
culture. Soon, Europeans took note and in the 1950s,
they began to import the American-made fashion.
In 1960, Levi's 501 jeans 'waist overalls' underwent a
transformation to accommodate the hippy-culture
and the different styles of jeans matched the 60s
fashions: embroidery, paints, psychedelics, etc.
At the same time, in many non-Western countries,
jeans became a symbol of Western decadence and
were hard to get.
During the 1970s, consumers began to explore denim
personalising, by adding panels at the hems to make
bell bottoms, or by painting statements and images
directly onto the garment. Manufacturers too played
with the idea of customisation, by experimenting
with bright colours, embroidery, lace, rhinestones,
and other lavish details.
The 1980s were devoted to developing denim
treatment processes. The more extreme styles
applied acid washes and skin-revealing tears to the
fabric. Out of these fads came the 'grunge' look of the
early 1990s. These matured into refined vintage and
distressed looks, later in the decade.
The turn of the new millennium brought in the
concept of 'premium' denim. As a result, great bodyshaping cuts and designer detailing became vital, as
retail prices reached new highs.
In 2001, Levi Strauss & Co paid $46,532 for a pair of
200-year-old jeans found in an old Colorado mine —
the oldest known pair of Levi jeans. This pair is now
available at their museum.
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High-fashion

Finishing styles

Jeans became high-fashion clothing in the 1980s,
when famous designers like Gucci started making
their own styles of jeans, with their labels on them.

The present decade has seen an explosion in denim
trends, with numerous new brands, cutting-edge
wash techniques, quirky details, and all manner of
silhouettes and shapes. A lot of big players started
exploring new possibilities of denim by industrial
styling and work-wear details.

Although denim never goes out of style, it certainly
goes out of 'fashion' from time-to-time. In the
recession years of 1990s, the youth was not interested
in 501s and other traditional jeans styles. This was
primarily because the rebellious youth did not want to
wear anything that their parents were wearing. This
latest generation turned to other fabrics and styles of
casual pants such as khakis, chinos, combats,
carpenters, and branded sportswear. They still wore
denim, however, with different finishes, cuts, shapes,
and styles. Some were even aged, authentic, and
vintage, discovered in markets and second-hand
thrift shops. This generation did everything to avoid
conventional jeans. This meant trouble for Levi
Strauss & Co, the number-one producer of jeans.
The 2000s saw the reinvention of denim. Finally,
jeans were back on designer catwalks, at Chanel,
Dior, Chloe, and Versace.
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Vintage washes have developed as an art form and
have grown to become a huge business focus for
garment washing units. New wash technologies and
machinery keep emerging. Ageing finishes continue
to be an integral part of every denim range now; some
of them featuring more than one wash.
Washes like acid wash and bleached looks have
rejuvenated themselves through the ages, from
skinheads' looks, to punk and snow washes. As an
ironic reaction to the recent refined, high-end, clean
designer denim looks, the market is slowly returning
to open-end, cheaper-quality denim constructions
with more imperfections and surface texture.

Evolution

The Historical letter from Jacob Davis
to Levi Strauss in 1872, which heralded

the ‘Blue Jeans Denim Era’
Mess. Levi Strauss & Co.
Gents,
Inclosed please find Chack for $350.00 for which please give me credit balince
my account and wright me how much thare is left to my credit, deduct $4. for
the Plush and Thread which I have sent back. The reason I send you so much
money is because I have no use for it here and you may alowe me Interest as
well as the Baink.
I also send you by Express 2 ps. Overall as you will see one Blue and one
made of the 10 oz Duck which I have bought a greate many Peces of you, and
have made it up to the Pants, such as the sample the secratt of them Pants is
the Rivits that I put in those Pockots and I found the demand so large that I
cannot make them fast enough. I charge for the Duck $3.00 and the Blue $2.50
a pear. My nabors are getting yealouse of these success and unless I secure it
by Patent Papers it will soon become to be a general thing everybody will
make them up and thare will be no money in it. tharefor Gentlemen I wish to
make you a Proposition that you should take out the Latters Patent in my name
as I am the Inventor of it, the expense of it will be about $68, all complit and
for these $68 I will give you half the right to sell all such Clothing Revited
according to the Patent, for all the Pacific States and Teroterous the balance of
the United States and of the Pecific Coast I reserve for myself, the investment
for you is but a trifle compaired with the improvement in all Coarse Clothing. I
use it in all Blankit Clothing such as Coats, Vests and Pents, you will find it a
very salable article at a much advenst rate. Should you decline to spent the
amount required for the Patent Papers please wright to me and I will take
them out at my own expense, under all cercomestance please dont showe the
pents to anybody I have allready obtained through Dewey & Co. of the
Centific Press 2 Patents and one was rejected, but I am so situated with a large
Family that I cannot do anything with it at Present tharefore as I have said if
you wish to take out the Papers, Please go to Dewey & Co. of the Centrific
Press and have the Papers made out in my name for 17 years they will send
them up to me for Signature. Please answer these as soon as possible, these
looks like a trifle hardley worth speakeing off But nevertheless I knew you can
make up pents the way I do you can sell Duck Pents such as the Sample a $30
per doz. and they will readyly retail for $3. a pair excuse these long latter, as I
could not describe particulars in a short space, I have nothing more at present.
I remain yours Truely
J.W.Davis
* This letter has been printed in its original format. Hence all spelling and grammar inconsistencies have been retained as in the original.
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Observations

Why are denims

Why is denim
unique in its
singular
connection
with one
colour?

predominantly blue?
Denim has been used in America since the late 18th
century. It is a rugged cotton twill textile in which the
weft passes under two or more warp threads. This
produces the familiar diagonal ribbing identifiable on
the reverse of the fabric, distinguishing denim from
cotton duck.
The warp yarn is traditionally dyed with the blue
indigo, an organic compound with a distinctive blue
colour. Historically, indigo was extracted from
plants, and was important economically because
blue dyes were once rare. They were also the only
bright, deep, and fast dye known to mankind.
Demand for indigo dramatically increased during the
industrial revolution, in part due to the popularity of
Levi Strauss's blue jeans. The natural extraction
process was expensive and could not produce the
mass quantities required for the burgeoning garment
industry. So chemists began searching for synthetic
methods of producing the dye.
In 1883, Adolf von Baeyer researched indigo's
chemical structure. He found that he could treat
omega-bromoacetanilide with an alkali to produce
oxindole. Later, based on this observation,
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K Heumann identified a synthesis pathway to
produce indigo. Within 14 years, their work resulted
in the first commercial production of the synthetic
dye. In 1905, Baeyer was awarded the Nobel Prize for
his discovery.
At the end of the 1990s, the German company
BASF AG was the world's leading producer,
producing nearly 50 per cent of all indigo dyestuffs
sold. Within a short time, synthetic indigo had
almost completely superseded natural indigo; today
nearly all indigo produced is synthetic. However,
this synthetic process has come under scrutiny
because of the harsh chemicals involved. Indigo
does not bond strongly to the fibre, and wear
and repeated washing slowly removes the dye.
When excellent fastness, depth of shades, and
brightness are demanded, synthetic dyes like vat
dyes, solubilised vat dyes, and sulphur dyes are
employed.
As far as manufacturing process of denim is
concerned, it is similar to that of 'grey' fabric up to the
process of weaving. However, denim fabrics are dyed
at the sizing stage.

Quick insights

Did you know?
May 20 is the 'birthday' of
blue jeans. It was on this
day in 1873 that Jacob
Davis and Levi Strauss
received patent #139121
from the US Patent and
Trademark Office.

One bolt of denim weighs
approximately a quarter of
a ton. Cutters use an
electric saw to cut through
120 layers of cloth at one
time; about 60 pairs of
jeans can be cut from one
bolt of fabric.

The shortened
English word,
denim, was listed
in the Webster's
dictionary in 1864.

The late
Hollywood
actor, James Dean,
popularised jeans when he
starred in the movie, Rebel
without a cause. Thus,
jeans became a symbol
of youth rebellion
during the 1950s,

An original pair of
Levi's jeans occupies
a prominent place as part of
the permanent collection of
the Smithsonian Institution
in Washington DC.

Lee developed the very first
zippered overalls. In 1926, Lee
introduced jeans with a zipper.
In 1948, the company
introduced separate women's
jeans, the first worldwide.

Storm Raider' was an
iconic denim jacket created
by Lee. It was a cult object,
and was owned by James
Dean, Marilyn Monroe,
JFK, Paul Newman, and
Clint Eastwood.
In 1936, Levi Strauss
sewed a little red flag next to
the back pocket of its jeans.
It is the first label sewn on
the outside of a piece of
clothing.
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Smiling saviors
(eco-denims)
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Enzymatic desizing
Organic non-volatile auxiliaries
Enzymes for fading
Enzymatic anti-backstaining
Enzymatic bleach effect
Environmental friendly
Unique silicone
delivery system

Welcome the g

Resil presents eco-denim for geo-conscious
friendly denims that have a unique handle
innovative 'dry' technology. The processing
water or effluent discharge, demonstratin
and sustaina

CORE BEN

Eco-sustainability and material durability
Water and natural resources savings, and n
COD, BOD, and TDS Bett
n

Ezysize FLEX

n

n

A concentrated amylase enzyme for
denim desizing, it is stable over a
wide pH range and performs under
temperatures between 40 and 90°C.
n

The eco-p

Working conditions:
Enzyme dosage: 0 3% owg
pH: 6.5
Temperature: 40°C to 90°C
Time: 30 minutes
Liquor ratio: 1:10
n

n

n

n

Ezyfade Neutraplus

Ultrafab FP

A cost- effective, neutral cellulase
enzyme, Ezyfade Neutraplus ensures
good fading, a salt-and-pepper effect,
and low back-staining.

A versatile alkali-neutralizing age
denim processing stages
An organic non-volatile auxiliary for bette
Has excellent replacement for glacial
Has the ability to neutralise the cor
Improves the efficiency of soaping agents
Enables low-foaming neutraliza
n

n

n

n

Working conditions:
Enzyme dosage: 1% owg
pH: 6 to 6.5
Temp: 55°C
Time: 45 to 60 minutes
Liquor ratio: 1:10
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

BOD, COD, and TDS comparis

BOD: 170 for FP and 683 for glacial a
COD: 360 for FP and 1138 for glacial a
TDS: nil in both cases

Dosage of FP for each of the proce
De-sizing: 0.3 gpl
Fading: 0.75 gpl
Bleaching: 0.75 gpl
Softening: 0.3 gpl
n

n

n

n
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Product watch

Ecology destroyers
n

green denim

Residual alkali on grey denim fabric
Acetic acid for adjusting pH levels
Pumice stones for fading
Corrosive anti-backstaining agents
Chlorine or bleaching
Cationic softeners
for soft feel
n

n

n

n

s jeans. Eco-denims are environmente. These have been processed with
g methodology reduces the amount of
ng commitment to the environment
ability.

n

Greenule – a unique
delivery of silicones
Patented granulated silicone,
Greenule has unique compatibility with
enzymes and the environment.

NEFITS

Easy to handle and safe or the skin
non-polluting Low impact on effluent,
ter control on quality
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

players

Indigo 101
An enzymatic bio-bleaching agent, which
serves as a replacement for harsh
chemicals like sodium, hypochlorite, soda
ash, and hydrogen peroxide in the
bleaching of denim.

ent in
n

acetic acid
acetic acid

Working conditions:
Enzyme dosage: 0 5 to 1% (OWM)
pH: 4.5 to 5
Temp: 55 to 60°C
Time: 45 minutes
Liquor ratio: 1: 10
n

er pH control
acetic acid
re alkali
and detergents
ation

sons

Working conditions:
Dosage: 1% gpl
pH: wide range (acidic as well as neutral)
Time: 20 to 30 minutes
Temperature: wide range
(ambient to 60°C)
Liquor ratio: 1:5

n

n

Ezycare CBS

n

Ezycare CBS is an enzymatic
anti-backstaining agent for denim
processing.
Working Conditions:
Enzyme dosage:
pH: 4.5 to 7
Temp: 40°C
Time: 15 to 20 minutes
Liquor ratio: 1:10
n

esses:

n

n

n

n
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Techno talk

The ubiquitous
blue denim

Denim is among the most versatile and practical
fabrics, loved in its time by soldiers, railway workers,
and, since the mid 1950s, by any fashion follower
worth his or her credentials. Comfort, versatility, and
durability continue to be denim's biggest assets, far
outweighing the fact that it shrinks, frays, and fades
after wash.
Denim is traditionally woven with 100 per cent cotton
yarn. However, today it is blended with polyester to
control shrinking and wrinkles, and Lycra to add
stretch. Today's denim may also be printed, striped,
brushed, napped, and stonewashed, and the indigo
blue yarns can be replaced with different colors.

Selection cloth and pattern
Ÿ The key factor to sewing with denim, is selecting

since denim frays badly.

Sewing preparation
Ÿ Denim shrinks with washing, fades with wear,

stretches when worn, and its colour tends to run in
the wash. So pre-wash and dry the fabric several
times before sewing.

Ÿ If the denim is Sanforized, then the fabric has

been treated, and the shrinkage will not exceed one
per cent in any direction. Prior to washing, serge or
zigzag the cut edges to minimize unravelling.

Ÿ To test for crocking, the loss of dye from abrasion,

rub the denim with a piece of white fabric. If the
white fabric picks up color, the dye will continue to
fade with use.

the proper weight denim for the pattern. Since denim
is a twill weave, it has a slight diagonal pattern; avoid
patterns that aren't suitable for diagonals.

Ÿ When cutting out the pattern, consider cutting

Ÿ Heavy denim (12 to 14 ounce) works best for

Correct tools

jeans, jackets, overalls, and work clothes. It's bulky
and stiff, and best-suited to designs with straight
lines and little or no gathering or easing.

Ÿ Pants, jackets, skirts, and accessories, such as

bags, work well in medium-weight (10 to 12 ounce)
denim. Lighter denim can handle softer styling and
some curved seams that require easing and/or
gathering.

Ÿ Lightweight denim (6 to 8 ounce) is perfect for

skirts, shirts, and dresses. This denim is the easiest to
sew and can be handled like any woven cotton fabric.
However, all the seams should be clean finished,
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Denim never
goes out of
fashion.

facings from lining or contrast fabric to reduce bulk.

Ÿ Begin every denim project with a new needle;

denim dulls needles quickly. For the best results
employ a denim needle; it has a longer, sharper point,
so it can penetrate the close weave of the cloth easier.
Sew heavy denim with a size 100/16 needle, medium
weight denim with an 80/14 needle and lightweight
denim with a size 75/11 needle.

Sewing
Ÿ Sew denim just as you would any firmly woven

fabric, but with extra care for seam finishing. Heavier
fabrics need fewer stitches per inch than lighter

weight versions: about 10 stitches per inch for heavy
denim and 12 stitches per inch (3 mm) for lighter
denim. Feed the fabric evenly.

Seam types
Ÿ Denim can be sewn with a standard 5/8" (1.6 cm)

seam. However, most denim garments feature flat-fell
and top-stitched seams. Stretch denim requires a
stretch stitch.

Seam finishes
Ÿ Because denim ravels, it's important to clean-

finish all seams. The easiest seam finish is a pinked
edge. Simply trim the seam allowance with pinking
shears. For extra protection, run a straight stitch
along the raw edge first and then pink it. It is also easy
to zigzag the seam allowance edge or serge the raw
edges as you sew. In garments where the inside of is
visible, bind seam allowances with double-fold bias
tape.

Top-stitching
Ÿ Topstitching gives denim its trademark look. Use

heavy contrasting thread such as buttonhole twist or
decorative thread. If you don't have topstitching
thread, use two strands of regular thread so the
topstitching stands out.

Closures and hems
Ÿ Machine worked buttonholes, zippers, and

decorative snaps are the most popular types of
garment closures on denim. Hems are most often
stitched by machine with one or two rows of narrow
topstitching. Narrow denim hems have a tendency to
curl. To reduce this, finish the lower edge by pressing
it to the wrong side or serging. Add a strip of fusible
web to the hem, and then fold and fuse the hem
before topstitching.
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Techno talk

Designs
on denim
From flare legs, embroidery, and appliqué of the
1970s, the coloured look of the 80s, and the darker
hues of the 90s, denims have indeed ridden the
fashion wave through the decades. With a dazzling
array of choices, it is no wonder that this garment has
found favour all over the world, and in many
countries, as the dominant item of casual clothing.

We've ripped, torn,
bleached, painted,
frayed, burnt, and
sewn our denims all in the name of
being trendy.

methods to give denims that comfortable and wellloved condition that normally comes only with age.
Today, there are several ways to get the look you want.
The commonly used method of fading is chemical
bleaching. However, bleaching can shorten the
lifespan of the garment as it reduces the tensile
strength. Also, very heavy bleaching creates an
almost white shade of denim.

Denims are in many ways resistant to the pressures of
commerce. Although technology has brought
Denim consultant Harry Mercer says, “Hypochlorite,
changes to how denims are made, by artificially
although easy to use, can be unstable. If the pH falls
accelerating the natural processes of
from 11 to eight during the bleaching
fading a nd softening, t he ba sic
process, it results in loss of strength. This
Bleaching
using
appearance of blue jeans has changed
is significant, especially for spandex
little.
enzymes is a
fibres, which are increasingly used in
Yet, the fabric has been versatile enough
denims, as it renders the stretch
convenient
to meet market demands. True-blue alternative. They are properties ineffective.”
jeans are made of 100 per cent cotton,
Bleaching using enzymes presents a more
including the threads. The most easier and quicker
convenient alternative because they are
common dye used is synthetic indigo.
to use.
easier and quicker to use. A small dose of
The belt loops, waistband, back panel,
A small dose of
cellulose is capable of breaking down
pockets, and leggings of a pair of blue
hydrogen peroxide into water and oxygen.
jeans are all made of indigo-dyed denim. cellulose can break
Cellulose primarily attacks the surface of
Indigo dye provides a rich depth of
down hydrogen
the cellulose fibre, leaving the interior of
colour and durability, which was peroxide into water
the fibre as it is. Compared with the
important as denim was predominantly
t radit iona l clea nup m et hod s, t h e
and oxygen.
worn by farmers and gold miners. These
enzymatic process results in reduced
people needed clothing that didn't need
water consumption. It also gives a cleaner
frequent washing and would not wear out easily.
appearance with lesser damage to the yarn.
Today, you can combine denims with new
A simple and eco-friendly technique to bleach denims
technologies to create trends that scale new heights.
is by ozone fading. Here, bleaching is achieved in a
The basic tool in denim fashion is colour, which is
washing machine with ozone dissolved in water or by
achieved by using dyes, washes, and treatments, such
using ozone gas in a closed chamber. This process
as fading and abrasion.
ensures colour removal without losing strength.
Fading
Using ozone reduces the time for stonewashing or
Fading denims is not a new trend. Since the middle of
the 20th century, denim users have used various
14

enzyme washing by 20 to 30 per cent, by eliminating
the floating dye that may redeposit on the fabric.

Also, since ozone is an accumulative process, the
colour can be reduced more precisely and you can
avoid yellowing of fabric and degradation of the
spandex fibre.

Abrasion
While the sandblasting abrasion technique is on the
decline due to worker health and environmental
factors, denim manufacturers are turning to other
alternatives. Enzyme abrasion is increasingly seen as
an effective option and is known to have great impact
on denim washing in the last two decades. Newer
enzymes, such as Ecostone Czyme 50, when applied
at lower temperatures and near-neutral pH are gentler
on the fibre and reduce the tendency of released
colour back-staining onto the undyed areas of the
garment.

The road ahead
Denim manufacturers espy a trend that underlines
wellness and function. Denim may also venture into
scents to control odours or nuetralise with
fragrances, such as lavender, green tea, or rose.
Denim's future may also move towards materials that
control temperature and looks that change with light,
glow in the dark, or are metalised - trends that will
keep the fabric alive!

However, the physical and enzyme abrasion
techniques are a thing of the past with the
onset of laser abrasion. This technique on
denim is faster than stone washing, and
offers results that are identical, and
actually better for the fabric. The inner
strength of the fabric is left 50 per cent
stronger, enabling the fabric to last longer.
Laser abrasion is caused by the removal of
the indigo colour, which leaves the whiter
colour of the cotton fibres visible. The
process allows you to be extremely
creative with the designs that you choose.
A full range of intensity from just slightly faded
through intense abrasion and holes can also be
produced. However, denim consultant Thomas
Hawthorn warns that lasers can give different results
on different fabrics, depending on the yarn
construction and dyeing.

Dyeing
You have often thought about discarding one of your
favourite pairs of jeans because they are faded and
worn. But you can consider revamping them to create
a whole new look. Dyeing your jeans will make them
unique and breathe new life into them.
Jeans have been dyed with tints for varied effects.
The trend is to use pigment, modified sulfur, or other
branded surface dyes to create worn effects as
applied in indigo denim processing for a comfortable
look. Clariant has introduced Advanced Denim sulfur
dyes not just for black, but for many shades of blue
denim as well.

3D Effects
3D effects lend permanent wrinkles and a special
shine and colour protection. However, Bill Ward from
Garmon & Bozzetto JV points out that there have
been tremendous problems with controlling
traditional 3D resin effects. “They can cause strength
loss and are often difficult to control for consistent
looks,” he says.
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Fashion zone

Splurging
on denims
Times have changed and how? The latest luxury item
comes in straight leg or boot cut, stonewashed or
torn. And with custom-made options decked with
rich embellishments: embroidery, platinum rivets,
and diamonds accents. And the prices are just as
extravagant: some costing as much as a luxury car!

The latest crop
of designer
jeans comes in
a variety of
custom-made
options and the
prices are just as
extravagant!

Ÿ The Guinness Book of Records listed a pair of

Gucci Genius jeans featuring elaborate feathers,
beads, rips, and buttons as the most expensive jeans
off-the-rack at a cost of $3,134.

Ÿ The most expensive vintage jeans are an average

pair of 501 jeans manufactured in the 1880s and
Jeans have indeed come a long way from their
purchased by a Japanese collector in 2005, for
working-class days. No longer reserved for physical
$60,000.
labour or college campuses, today's haute denims are
increasingly acceptable at dinner parties,
Ÿ It is not just the age, the label, or a
the office, all but the most formal
flattering fit that drive up the price of
The jeans from
occasions.
today's most expensive jeans. Much of
Escada's couture the added cost comes from the
Jeans can be found in the closets of both,
billiona ires a nd bikers: t he only line start at $7,500 decorations and fixtures, such as 14 carat
difference being the price tags. There is and have no price gold or silver rivets and diamond buttons.
The jeans from Escada's couture line
the small elitist group who demand
cap. For a long
start at $7,500 and have no price cap. For
exclusivity, for whom price is no concern,
a long time, the most expensive pair of
time, the most
and these are catered to by custom
Escada
jeans was pegged at $10,000 and
couture jeans.
expensive pair was was studded
from top to bottom with
Designer jeans have sky-high price tags pegged at $10,000 Swarovski crystals.
as they are highly embellished, with
precious gems or have undergone special and was studded Ÿ None of those prices, however, can
functional finishes. Having a signature from top to bottom even hold a candle to that commanded by
label is as much a status symbol as
Dussault Apparel's Trashed Denim line
with Swarovski
owning exclusive diamond jewellery or a
of luxury jeans. These men's jeans are
crystals.
Mercedes.
handmade using a special process where
they are washed thirteen times, with
Expensive jeans fall into the category of
dyeing and painting performed between each
custom-made or vintage jeans. Here are some of the
washing
to add depth to the jeans. That's not all,
priciest jeans ever made:
though, as each pair of Trashed Denim jeans is
Ÿ Levi Strauss & Co. spent $46,532 to buy a pair of adorned with 16 one-carat rubies, twenty-six .05 carat
rubies, eight .05-carat diamonds, and 1080 grams of
its own jeans on an eBay auction in May 2001. The
18 carat white or rose gold. Any wonder they are
jeans were found in a Nevada mining town and date
priced at $250 million!
back to the 1880s. The company has no plans to resell.
Levi's says they are priceless and one of a kind.
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Fashion zone

Evolving denim styles
You've replicated a Kate Moss-look from the
magazine cover. The cut of the jeans, the colour, the
brand... the works! Yet you don't look as gorgeous. So
what could have gone wrong? Here we explore the
possible reasons...

Ÿ Skinny jeans look best on slender women with

long legs. Because of their clingy nature, they
accentuate the hips and the bottom.

Ÿ Boot-cut jeans are tight till the knee and then

flare out slightly till the hem. The wider hem takes the
attention away from a larger waist and hips.

Ÿ Low-rise jean, also called 'low riders', sit just

below your hips. If you want to flaunt your flat
stomach, these are the jeans for you.

Ÿ Boyfriend Jeans' are perfect for women who are

rectangular in shape. The loose leg, slouchy waist,
and large pockets are flattering on healthier bodies.

Ÿ Capri jeans end at the mid-calf or just below the

calf, and are very popular among women of all age
groups. They are usually meant to be worn in the
summer.

Ÿ The carrot fit created a new silhouette. It also

influenced the return to lighter, fluid denims. This
slow filter into the mainstream market has explored
harem pants, dhoti pants, and more recently,
jodhpurs and chinos.

Ÿ Slim-f it em erge d a s a cont inuat ion of

customisation and ruled for sometime before leaving
the ramp. However, it did not take much time for
revival.

Ÿ Destroyed' threadbare denims, featuring 'hole'

damages and revealing splits at strategic locations,
are still a favourite with singers, actors, adolescents,
and celebrities.
Tips for buying good fitting jeans:
o

Avoid focusing on just size.

o

Pay attention to the fit

o

Don't choose jeans that are too bulky or baggy.

o

Make sure that the back pockets don't add bulk or
make your bottom look too large because of the
embroidered designs or embellishments.
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Market news

The 17th Knit
World exhibition
The annual Knit World is an acclaimed international
exhibition on knitting and garment machinery and
accessories, hosted in India. Held at Dana Mandi,
Ludhiana, the 17th exhibition was a four-day event
(04.03.11 to 07.03.11) with more than 110 participants.
Resil, too, put up a stall at the event, welcoming more
than 150 visitors, including 100 core industry people.
The stall had a comprehensive display of swatches,
garments, yarn cones, hanks, towels, and new
products relevant to the industry. Some of the
featured products include:

Ÿ Ezyfeel TOW. A novel surface finish for white and

dyed cotton knits and terry towels, Ezyfeel TOW
offers quick absorbency and a good hand feel.

Ÿ ULTRAFAB HPTW. A hydrophilic shear stable

silicone with super soft handle, it is best-suited for
cotton knits and terry towels.

Ÿ Innocelle UNIQ. A self-emulsified silicone fluid

for instant absorbency in knits and wovens, it ensures
a unique feel.

Ÿ Ultraconc GD-SS. A micro-emulsion concentrate

that ensures smooth handle and optimum drape, it is
best suited for garment finishing and is also
recommended for finishing wovens and knits.

Ÿ Ezyscour BIO and KLN. It is a new, gentle,

efficient enzyme-based scouring package for knits,
terry towels, and yarn. Soft on the fabric, the
Ezyscour package ensures freedom from caustic
scouring processes.
The all new bioscouring package also promises:

Ÿ Lower weight loss of the fabric
Ÿ Lesser pollutants in waste waters
Ÿ Reduced water and energy consumption
Gentleness on fabric
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Ÿ Effective removal of non-cellulosic impurities
Ÿ Greater dye uptake
Ÿ A safer work environment
Alongside products, equal emphasis was laid on
technical and application-related queries. Visiting
customers were familiarised with the latest
developments at the Application Research Centre
(ARC).
Resil's ARC takes up customer projects on a lab-scale
and develops suitable recipes and processes. On
successful completion, the ARC also supports
customers in successfully implementing these finish
solutions. Some of the recent projects include:

Ÿ Establishing a resin package for wrinkle-free
finishes

Ÿ Customising finish requirements – down-proof

finish for pillows (including providing suggestions for
fabric construction)

Ÿ Creating novel f reshness concept s w it h
N9 Silver

The team also specialises in trouble-shooting
during the actual process.

The exhibition also refreshed the
customer mind-space with some of
Resil's popular brands such as Ultra,
Ultrafab, Ultrafluid, Innocelle, Ezyfeel,
Ezyfade, Ezycare, Ezysoft, Ezysize,
Optasol, Optaglide, Yarnx, Resifeel,
Resiwet, Resiscour, Resiperse, Resiquest,
Resifix, Resistab, Resiprep, Resilube,
Resiprep, Resicare, and Resiguard.

Kaleidoscope

The rise of the scuppies
'Yuppie', is a 1980s acronym for 'Young Upwardly
Mobile Professional Person'. It was coined by the
advertising industry to capture the imagination of a
category of people of either sex. This type of person
worked-hard, played-harder, was ambitious and lived
a typical urban career and lifestyle. Hence, yuppies,
after long hours of work, spent the rare free time in a
self indulgent way – frittering their income on
anything, from expensive make up and perfume, to a
bottle of fine champagne. In short, conspicuous
wastage was part of the attitude.
'Power dressing' was also a concept that emerged
during this era. After John Molloy wrote his book
'Women Dress For Success' in 1975, corporate
America took it to heart. Women began to abandon
the incomplete look of mismatched skirt, sweater,
and blouse for a 'full-jacketed' suit. Soon, the concept
found acceptance in Britain, before moving on to the
rest of Europe, and then taking the world by storm.
The outcome: the best known icons of the 80s fashion
– Margaret Thatcher and Princess Diana.

As a result, designer labels and branding gained
impetus. Brand names became status symbols for
everything. By the mid-eighties, tills rang not with
cash, but with credit cards. The consumer was
relieved to be able to spend and actively be
encouraged to consume after years of recession.
Clothing purchases soared, and d
' isplays of wealth'
were translated to the 'possession of power'.
However, it was not to last. After a long run, the
yuppies slowly made their way out, leaving the arena
to a rising hybrid generation: the 'scuppies'. Scuppies
were the 'Socially Conscious, Upwardly Mobile
People'. Scuppies combined a taste for the high-life,
social climbing, and wealth with a socially
responsible mentality. In short, they were yuppies
with hearts and social consciences. Like the yuppies,
the scuppies too are consumers. They just do it with
more social responsibility. So, the status symbols in
the scuppie universe is not merely limited to a Rolex,
but extends to tailored suits from Savile row made of
organic cotton and non-toxic dyes.

Welcome a new generation of
consumers: people who totally
love the high-life and live it
with a responsible twist.
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